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No minutes from Fall 2013 meeting to approve. DMAS met jointly with 
NOS, so minutes approved at NOS. 
 
QR coding scheme for NTN Data: 

- Presentation Tom Bergerhouse. 
- New QR code has been applied to NTN data.  
- Previously disqualified samples are still disqualified.  
- Has been applied to historical data.  
- Data will be made available on the web before the fall meeting. 

 
Discussion on Amnet data sharing policy: 

- Collect data from who is downloading the data. 
- Purpose for data use, publication, research etc. 
- Statement that data will be distributed to the PI and PI may 

contact user for collaboration. 
- Published data = collection date > 1 year. 

 
Motion 1 by Mark Olson, second by Kevin Mishoe, motion 

passed. 

Move to approve the modified data sharing policy as presented 
by Bob Larson. Modification includes: Check box if data will be 
used for publication, data collected from user (phone#, e-mail, 
affiliation, reason for download/use), statement to be included 
with download that the collected data will be distributed to PI’s 
who might contact user for collaboration etc. 

 
Discussion on aggregate data products:  

- Amon – annual averages, quarterly, seasonal.  
- What to release on the web? 



 
Motion 2 by Bob Larson, second by Kevin Mishoe, motion 
passed. 
 
Request that the PO publishes/releases on the website the 
AMON annual and seasonal data. 

 

Discussion on Amnet data products: 
- Goal is dry deposition maps. 
- Point specific maps? 
- Present in fall example of plots, graphs etc. for possible use on 

web. 
- Post on Amnet web page a description of dry deposition, the 

limitations and cite papers. 
 

Discussion on data use conditions and copyright: 
- Current data is in public domain, but NADP put restrictions on 

the data like you need to cite NADP etc.  
- Open data foundations. 

 
Motion 3 by Kevin Mishoe second by Eric Prestbo, motion 
passed. 
 
DMAS recommends use of separate licenses for NADP data 
products as discussed in DMAS: Discussion about public domain 
but NADP puts “restrictions” on use of data. Does license violate 
MOA? 


